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Abstract

Background

Surgical site infections (SSI) significantly impact patient morbidity, extend hospital stays, increase readmissions, and may ultimately lead to death. Reported 30 day SSI rates of 18% and readmission rates of 12% in colorectal surgery are not unusual. The Surgical Care Improvement Project and other preventive disciplines are promising, but arguably have had little effect to date. The need remains for new methods to substantially decrease the rate of SSI and readmissions to improve outcomes and reduce costs in colorectal surgery. Innovative surgical technologies are available that may have potential to decrease the rate of SSI in colorectal surgery. A novel subcuticular absorbable staple and a high silver content nylon dressing were used in combination to explore a potential influence on the incidence of SSI.

Methods

Thirty consecutive colorectal surgery patients with primary incisions of 3cm or longer were closed with subcuticular absorbable staples and application of a moist silver nylon dressing, and the SSI rate was compared to the prior rate with percutaneous metal skin staples and dry gauze dressing. With the exception of absorbable staples and silver dressing the wound closure procedures were identical and all patients had been examined for infection at discharge and monitored until 30 days after surgery.

Results

Thirty patients with absorbable staples and silver nylon dressing had no surgical site infections occur within 30 days after surgery. This zero incidence of infection compares to a 9% incidence in the retrospective cohort with percutaneous metal staples and dry gauze dressings.

Conclusions

The absorbable staples and silver dressing demonstrated a significant decrease in SSI (9% vs 0%) and patients expressed high satisfaction with wound comfort and appearance. The importance of these results should not be underestimated. The new health care law will begin linking payment with quality of care, outcome improvement, and patient satisfaction. SSI and readmission are “never events” which can lead to zero payment from CMS and other third-party payers. A larger, multi-center, prospective randomized trial is required to identify statistical significance.

BACKGROUND
Surgical site infections (SSIs) substantially impact patient morbidity, extend hospital stay, increases the potential for readmission, and may ultimately lead to death. The annual SSI occurrence in the U.S. is estimated as high as 1 million with an associated cost of $1.6 billion in excess hospital charges [1]. The reduction of SSI in colon and rectal surgery is an important goal to improve surgical quality. A 30 day SSI rate of 18.8% in colorectal surgery was reported by Wick, et al [2] in a recent claims study of over 10,000 patients. Readmission rates were 11.4% and 23.3% at 30 and 90 days, respectively, with a median cost of an SSI readmission being $12,835. Efforts to reduce SSI by way of the Surgical Care Improvement Project (SCIP) have had mixed results, despite improved compliance [3]. Hawn, et al [4] assessed the correlation between SCIP adherence and SSI rate and found no association with lower patient or hospital SSI rates and concluded that policies regarding continued SCIP measurement and reporting should be reassessed. These preventive disciplines seem logical and promising, but arguably have had little effect. The need remains for a methods to substantially decrease the rate of SSI and markedly improve clinical outcomes and reduce costs in colorectal surgery.

There are innovative technologies available for use in surgery that present an opportunity for evaluation of their potential to effect a reduction of SSI in colorectal surgery. A novel subcuticular absorbable staple and a silver coated nylon dressing have each been shown individually to influence a reduction in the incidence of surgical site infection; each by different means.

This current retrospective chart review study was undertaken to measure the incidence of SSI in colorectal surgery primary incisions treated with a combination of the subcuticular absorbable staple for skin closure and a silver nylon wound dressing with a high metallic silver content.

**METHODS**

This study was performed at a single institution as a chart review of thirty consecutive colorectal surgery patients having their primary incisions closed with absorbable subcuticular staples (INSORB®, Incisive Surgical, Inc., Plymouth, MN) (Figure 1.) and dressed with the silver nylon dressing (SILVERLON®, Cura Surgical, Geneva, IL) (Figure 2.). Surgeries were all performed by the author at a single institution during about a six week period (January – February 2013). Patients with incisions of 3cm or longer were included and incisions ranged from approximately 4 cm to 18cm in length depending on the procedure.

Patients in both groups were excluded if they had presented in septic shock or retention sutures were utilized based on surgical judgment. All participants received our standard perioperative antibiotic protocol, including administration 30-60 minutes before surgery and discontinuation within 24 hours. The test subject wound closure procedures were unchanged from the subjects of retrospective SSI rate with the exceptions of the skin closure with INSORB subcuticular absorbable staples instead of percutaneous metal staples, and a SILVERON dressing applied in place of a dry sterile gauze dressing. The SILVERON dressing was hydrated and applied at surgery and hydration was maintained through the hospital stay. The dressing was replaced at the time of discharge and then removed and discontinued at the 7-10 day follow-up examination.

Patients in this study and the subjects of the prior overall SSI rate were all treated by the same surgeon at one institution and followed according to the same infection surveillance routine. Metal staples in the prior group were removed between day 7 and 10 in all patients unless there were signs of an active wound infection. Patients were observed for infection throughout the hospital stay by a physician member of the surgical team and examined for infection at their follow-up visit, then surveyed for events in the period until 30 days after the surgical procedure. The infection identification and the follow-up period were in accordance with the Centers for Disease Control and National Health Safety Network criteria and definitions for SSI Infection Surveillance [5].

**RESULTS**

Thirty consecutive patients are described in Table 1 and are comparable to patients treated previously without absorbable staples and a silver dressing. Results are from the period of 30 days after hospital discharge and there were no surgical site infections reported. This absence of SSI in patients treated with the combination of INSORB staples and SILVERON dressing compares to a retrospective 9% incidence of SSI in patients treated with percutaneous metal skin staples and dry gauze dressings.

**DISCUSSION**

These innovative modalities of absorbable staples and the silver nylon dressing have each been shown to influence a reduction in the incidence of surgical site infection, and each by different means. The dressing introduces effective antimicrobial silver to the wound by transdermal diffusion
interval to create a secure well approximated and everted closure (Figure 3.). The staples are comprised of a polylactide-polyglycolide co-polymer that breaks down by hydrolysis with substantial absorption in 10-12 weeks and with minimal inflammatory response [8,9,13]. The absorbable staples are a non-continuous interrupted modality that secures the wound without the trauma of percutaneous injury or tissue strangulation and compression of suture and metal staples that are thought to increase the risk of infection, poor healing, and other complications. The interrupted subcuticular staples allow immediate postoperative drainage and eliminate the risk of communication and contamination along a continuous suture line. Studies have shown absorbable staple closures to be secure, comfortable, and cosmetic, with a reduced risk of infection compared to suture and metal staples [8,9,14]. Patients reported their incisions closed with absorbable staples were comfortable and pleasing in appearance (Figure 4.). Nitsche, et al [15] compared cesarean incisions closed with metal staples and INSORB staples and found that patients with the INSORB closure had less pain, indicated by a 1.5 fold reduction in their requests for ketorolac during the in-hospital postoperative course.

If it becomes necessary to partially open the wound postoperative, then the interrupted staples can be safely cut individually with a heavy scissors. The staple remnants are left in place without consequence. These wounds were low maintenance and without the inconvenience and discomfort of staple removal. The INSORB® stapler is a sharps safe device without the risk of suture-associated needlesticks. It complies with the Needlestick Safety and Prevention Act as a U.S. OSHA-defined SESIP device (Sharps with Engineered Sharps Injury Protections). At a cost of $48 the better outcomes can account for significant savings, mostly by way of the reduction of readmissions or outpatient treatment associated with wound infections.

The Silveron silver nylon dressing is a simple and straight forward intervention with very little if any additional wound or dressings care on the floor. The dressing is hydrated with sterile water and applied at surgery and then hydrated daily during the hospital stay, per product instructions. The duration of effect is 7 days. When silver ionizes in contact with a wound and bodily fluids, it has a broad spectrum and devastating antimicrobial effect that is well understood [6]. Kreiger B, et al [7] showed a surgical site infection reduction from 33% to 13% comparing the Silveron dressing to a...
control group in colorectal surgery. The cost of the dressing ranges from $24-$96 depending on size. This is can be greatly recovered by the reduction of costs associated with surgical site infections.

The absorbable staple closure modality permits surgeons to no longer concede to accepting the limitations of either interrupted percutaneous metal skin staples or running subcuticular suture for wound closure. The absorbable staple is a fast interrupted closure with the comfort and cosmesis of absorbable suture. Since the results of this study have been so dramatic, the primary surgeon has continued the use of INSORB staples and SILVERLON dressing in every segmental colectomy. Furthermore, the patients have been very pleased, happy, and satisfied with the appearance of their wound. In fact, many patient referrals have been identified solely due to the fact the "plastic surgery" closure performs so well and heals with a very small, barely noticeable scar.

The importance of these results should not be underestimated. The new health care law will begin linking payment with demonstrated improvement of outcome, quality of care, and patient satisfaction. One of the 17 “never events” is a wound infection which can lead to zero payment from CMS and other third-party payers. Hospitals and physicians can ill afford to have a preventable complication be the reason for the bankruptcy of an institution.

**CONCLUSION**

Although the study was not performed in a prospective, randomized fashion, having a single setting and surgeon for the retrospective control and the test groups largely eliminates confounding variables for evaluation of the test materials as an independent variable. The overall retrospective SSI rate for metal staples was lower than benchmark data of >15% [16], however, the end result of utilizing INSORB stapler and SILVERLON dressing still demonstrated a significant decrease in SSI (9% vs 0%). A larger, multi-center, prospective randomized trial will be required to identify statistical significance.

| Table 1 |
| Patient characteristic and procedures |
| Number of Patients, n= | 30 |
| Gender |
| Male | 17 |
| Female | 13 |
| Age, years |
| Mean | 60 |
| Range | 24 to 75 |
| Procedure |
| Right colectomy | 11 |
| Total colectomy | 5 |
| Sigmoid resection | 5 |
| LAR/colostomy | 4 |
| Small bowel resection | 3 |
| Low anterior | 2 |
| Surgical Site Infection (SSI) during 30 days post operative | 0 |
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Figure 1
INSORB Subcuticular Skin Stapler. The stapler contains 30 absorbable staples, sufficient to close a 21 cm incision. The wound closure is a simple and rapid single-operator technique that places subcuticular absorbable staples horizontally within the dermis at approximately 7mm intervals to create a secure well approximated and everted closure. The staples are comprised of a polylactide-polyglycolide co-polymer that breaks down by hydrolysis with substantial absorption in 10-12 weeks and with minimal inflammatory response.

Figure 2
SILVERON Silver Nylon Dressing. The dressing introduces effective antimicrobial silver to the wound by transdermal diffusion. The dressing was hydrated and applied at surgery and hydration was maintained through the hospital stay. The dressing was replaced at the time of discharge and then removed and discontinued at the 7-10 day follow-up examination.

Figure 3
A midline closure with subcuticular staples. The absorbable staples are a non-continuous interrupted modality that secures the wound without the trauma of percutaneous injury or tissue strangulation and compression of suture and metal staples that are thought to increase the risk of infection, poor healing, and other complications. The interrupted subcuticular staples allow immediate postoperative drainage and eliminate the risk of communication and contamination along a continuous suture line. If it becomes necessary to partially open the wound postoperative, then the interrupted staples can be safely cut individually with a heavy scissors. The staple remnants are left in place without consequence. These wounds were low maintenance and without the inconvenience and discomfort of staple removal.
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Figure 4
Subcuticular staple closure at 2 weeks. This closure modality appears to be minimally traumatic. These were low maintenance wounds with very little apparent inflammation. Patients reported their incisions closed with absorbable staples were comfortable and pleasing in appearance.
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